
As we move into a new book in the weekly cycle of the reading of the Torah, we must acknowledge the fact 

that the Book of Leviticus has met with a great deal of resistance among contemporary Jews. 
 

Contemporary fellow Jews enjoy the stories contained in Genesis, about creation and the generations that lead 

to Abraham and Sarah. Contemporary fellow Jews are curious about our beginnings and about our Matriarchs 

and Patriarchs. 
 

We eagerly learn, in the Book of Exodus, about Egyptian culture, about our experiences as slaves trapped by 

the claws of that powerful civilization and how, at the end, we prevailed and transitioned from slavery into 

freedom. 
 

Recalling this transition will be core to everything that we shall be doing next week around our Passover 

Sedarim. 
 

From the Sea or Reeds, we moved then to the foot of Mount Sinai. As a result of our encounter with God at 

Mount Sinai, we received the Law and built a Mishkan, for God to live in our midst (with an embarrassing 

faux pas in between – the Golden Calf).  
 

Jumping ahead a little bit, we will enjoy the Book of Numbers with all its vicissitudes in the desert and finally 

we will look forward to the retelling of some of the stories in the Book of Deuteronomy. 
 

In essence, each one of the Biblical books has its attractions and good reasons for us to return to them year 

after year after year and to keep reading them over and over again and keep learning from them. 
 

Leviticus seems to be the exception. Why? 

 

Some will argue that it is obsolete. Others that it is irrelevant in today’s day and age. Others that it is too dry or 

even intimidating. Others that it is too ritualistic. Others will claim that the rituals described in this Book are 

neither universal nor do they speak to the contemporary Jew. There are even those who will go as far as 

suggesting that the Book of Leviticus should have been excluded from the cycle of the weekly Torah reading. 
 

And still, in the understanding of the rabbis, Leviticus stands at the very beginning of Jewish education. Why 

did young children begin their Jewish studies with Leviticus? “Children are pure; therefore, let them study 

laws of purity,” claims the Midrash (Leviticus Rabbah). 
 

On this Shabbat Vayikra, I would like to make another suggestion about the centrality and the role of Leviticus 

as a pivotal element in ‘God’s plan.’  
 

Genesis opens a new approach in the cosmic plan. Through the Book of Genesis, we become aware of the fact 

that God has a plan and, as part of God’s plan, God decides to create the world. We read in Genesis, Chapter 1, 

Verse 1: “In the beginning, God began to create heaven and earth…” 

 

This original plan included an idealistic space and status, referred to as the Garden of Eden. The design seemed 

to be flawless, everything was perfect and in harmony until…what happened? Until Adam and Eve disrupted 

Divine perfection by disobeying God’s instruction and eating from the forbidden tree. The immediate 

consequence of this disruption is a more significant disruption: this is the end of the Garden of Eden 

experience; Adam and Eve were expelled from the Garden. 
 

Since then, God has been trying to improve the model. The ultimate goal is to create something or establish an 

order that will restore the idyllic balance lost with Adam’s and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden. Many 

generations have passed since then and it seems like we are still trying. 
 

What I would like to suggest here is that the Book of Leviticus is the blueprint for a regained idyllic balance. 

Everything that is set and established by the Book of Leviticus happens at the time when, after having left 



Mount Sinai and after having erected the Tabernacle, God is telling the Israelites: ‘through this priestly system 

I (God) will reestablish perfection in the world. You are my partners!’ 
 

And, in providing the blueprint for this new attempt, this renewed partnership, the concept of kedusha is 

paramount. As God’s partners our goal is to regain the ability to draw a clear line between what 

is kadosh (proper/sacred) and what is not; between tameh and tahor – pure and impure.  
 

The rigid and extremely precise system of sacrifices is not a goal on its own, it is only the medium to reach the 

goal, which is kedushah, our challenging obligation to increase the amount of holiness in our lives and 

therefore in the world. In other words, to keep ascending when it comes to matters related to 

holiness/kedushah. In the teachings associated with the Hanukkah Menorah, ma’alin bakodesh, in the way we 

light the Menorah, we add one new candle every night with the bright intention to add holiness to our 

celebration. Adding holiness becomes our ultimate goal.  
 

The center, the axis of this model presented by the Book of Leviticus is not the sacrifices, but the multiple 

teachings derived from the verse ‘Veahahvta lereakha kamokha – you shall love your neighbor as yourself,’ 

(Leviticus Chapter 19, Verse 18) and other similar verses which establish an order based on love.  
 

The foundation of the ideal/idyllic balance initially established by the Garden of Eden, and later on in the Book 

of Leviticus, is not based on the sacrificial system but in the system of love and mutual respect that this book is 

demanding from us. The sacrifices, the offerings, are just one possible medium to reach the goal. 
 

In the desert, with the Mishkan, with the Tabernacle in place, and later on with the Beit HaMikdash, the Holy 

Temple in Jerusalem, the medium was the different ritual sacrifices and offerings. Later on, after the 

destruction of the Temple, the Rabbis relied on ethical behavior and moral values. Maimonides teaches that 

prayer comes to replace the Avodah – the Temple system of animal sacrifices. More recently, inspired by the 

Mishnah and Kabbalistic sources we rely on Tikkun Olam and Middot as the way to bring holiness into our 

lives, into the societies where we live and, this way, into our world.  
 

As we open this new cycle from the Book of Leviticus, let’s keep in mind that what is at the center of God’s 

model for holiness in the world, is, was and will always be LOVE. 
 

Shabbat Shalom! 

  

Rabbi Eliseo D. Rozenwasser 

 


